 LAUDATO SI’ – Praise be to you, my Lord

 LAUDATO SI’ – Praise be to you, my Lord
Common home
1. Like a sister with whom we share. Like a mother who opens her arms.

We are dust of the earth
2. We breathe air. We receive life and refreshment from water.

Harm, violence
2. Symptoms of sickness in our hearts wounded by sin. Irresponsible use and abuse of
goods. Plundering.

An immense, urgent, appealing challenge
15. An approach to ecology which respects our unique place as human beings in this
world and our relationship to our surroundings.

 Nothing in this world is indifferent to us
St John XXIII
Pacem in Terris.

Bl. Paul VI
by an ill-considered exploitation of nature he risks destroying it and
becoming in his turn the victim of this degradation..1

The most extraordinary scientific progress, the most astounding technical feats and the
most amazing economic growth, unless accompanied by authentic moral and social
progress, will in the long run go against man.2
1

Octogesima Adveniens.
la FAO.

2 Discurso a

 St. John Paul II
Man lives increasingly in fear
He is afraid that what he produces-not all of it, of course, or
even most of it, but part of it and precisely that part that
contains a special share of his genius and initiative-can radically turn against
himself; he is afraid that it can become the means and instrument for an
unimaginable self-destruction, compared with which all the cataclysms and
catastrophes of history known to us seem to fade away.

Man often seems to see no other meaning in his natural environment
than what serves for immediate use and consumption. Yet it was the
Creator's will that man should communicate with nature as an intelligent
and noble "master" and "guardian", and not as a heedless "exploiter" and
"destroyer.”

St. John Paul II
Ecological conversion
The human creature receives a mission to govern creation in
order to make all its potential shine.
We must therefore encourage and support the "ecological conversion"
which in recent decades has made humanity more sensitive to the
catastrophe to which it has been heading. Man is no longer the Creator's
"steward", but an autonomous despot, who is finally beginning to
understand that he must stop at the edge of the abyss.
At stake, then, is not only a "physical" ecology that is concerned to
safeguard the habitat of the various living beings, but also a "human"
ecology which makes the existence of creatures more dignified, by
protecting the fundamental good of life in all its manifestations and by
preparing for future generations an environment more in conformity with
the Creator's plan.

St. John Paul II
Human ecology
In addition to the irrational destruction of the natural
environment, we must also mention the more serious
destruction of the human environment, something which is by no means
receiving the attention it deserves. Although people are rightly worried —
though much less than they should be — about preserving the natural
habitats of the various animal species threatened with extinction, because
they realize that each of these species makes its particular contribution to
the balance of nature in general, too little effort is made to safeguard the
moral conditions for an authentic "human ecology.”

St. John Paul II
Human ecology
Love for others, and in the first place love for the poor, in
whom the Church sees Christ himself, is made concrete in the
promotion of justice…
For this to happen, it is not enough to draw on the surplus goods which in
fact our world abundantly produces; it requires above all a change of lifestyles, of models of production and consumption, and of the established
structures of power which today govern societies. Nor is it a matter of
eliminating instruments of social organization which have proved useful, but
rather of orienting them according to an adequate notion of the common
good in relation to the whole human family.

 St. John Paul II
Human ecology
It is evident that development, the planning which governs it, and
the way in which resources are used must include respect for moral
demands. One of the latter undoubtedly imposes limits on the use of the natural
world. The dominion granted to man by the Creator is not an absolute power, nor
can one speak of a freedom to "use and misuse," or to dispose of things as one
pleases. The limitation imposed from the beginning by the Creator himself and
expressed symbolically by the prohibition not to "eat of the fruit of the tree”
shows clearly enough that, when it comes to the natural world, we are subject
not only to biological laws but also to moral ones, which cannot be violated with
impunity. A true concept of development cannot ignore the use of the elements
of nature, the renewability of resources and the consequences of haphazard
industrialization - three considerations which alert our consciences to the moral
dimension of development.

 St. John Paul II
Human ecology
Equally worrying is the ecological question which accompanies
the problem of consumerism and which is closely connected to
it. In his desire to have and to enjoy rather than to be and to grow, man
consumes the resources of the earth and his own life in an excessive and
disordered way. At the root of the senseless destruction of the natural
environment lies an anthropological error, which unfortunately is
widespread in our day. Man, who discovers his capacity to transform and in
a certain sense create the world through his own work, forgets that this is
always based on God's prior and original gift of the things that are.

 St. John Paul II
Human ecology
Man thinks that he can make arbitrary use of the earth,
subjecting it without restraint to his will, as though it did not
have its own requisites and a prior God-given purpose, which man can
indeed develop but must not betray. Instead of carrying out his role as a cooperator with God in the work of creation, man sets himself up in place of
God and thus ends up provoking a rebellion on the part of nature, which is
more tyrannized than governed by him.
In all this, one notes first the poverty or narrowness of man's outlook,
motivated as he is by a desire to possess things rather than to relate them
to the truth, and lacking that disinterested, unselfish and aesthetic attitude
that is born of wonder in the presence of being and of the beauty which
enables one to see in visible things the message of the invisible God who
created them.

 Benedict XVI
The worsening scandal of hunger is unacceptable
in a world which has the resources, the
knowledge, and the means available to bring it to
an end. It impels us to change our way of life, it
reminds us of the urgent need to eliminate the structural
causes of global economic dysfunction and to correct
models of growth that seem incapable of guaranteeing
respect for the environment and for integral human
development, both now and in the future.

 Benedict XVI
The way humanity treats the environment influences the way
it treats itself, and vice versa. This invites contemporary
society to a serious review of its life-style, which, in many parts
of the world, is prone to hedonism and consumerism,
regardless of their harmful consequences. What is needed is
an effective shift in mentality which can lead to the adoption of new lifestyles “in which the quest for truth, beauty, goodness and communion with
others for the sake of common growth are the factors which determine
consumer choices, savings and investments”. Every violation of solidarity
and civic friendship harms the environment, just as environmental
deterioration in turn upsets relations in society.

 Benedict XVI
Nature, especially in our time, is so integrated into the
dynamics of society and culture that by now it hardly
constitutes an independent variable. Desertification and the
decline in productivity in some agricultural areas are also the
result of impoverishment and underdevelopment among their
inhabitants. When incentives are offered for their economic and cultural
development, nature itself is protected. Moreover, how many natural
resources are squandered by wars! Peace in and among peoples would also
provide greater protection for nature. The hoarding of resources, especially
water, can generate serious conflicts among the peoples involved. Peaceful
agreement about the use of resources can protect nature and, at the same
time, the well-being of the societies concerned.

 Benedict XVI
I would like to recall one of the developments in recent
political history, hoping that I will neither be misunderstood,
nor provoke too many one-sided polemics. I would say that
the emergence of the ecological movement in German politics
since the 1970s, while it has not exactly flung open the
windows, nevertheless was and continues to be a cry for fresh air which
must not be ignored or pushed aside, just because too much of it is seen to
be irrational. Young people had come to realize that something is wrong in
our relationship with nature, that matter is not just raw material for us to
shape at will, but that the earth has a dignity of its own and that we must
follow its directives. In saying this, I am clearly not promoting any particular
political party – nothing could be further from my mind. If something is
wrong in our relationship with reality, then we must all reflect seriously on
the whole situation and we are all prompted to question the very
foundations of our culture.

 Benedict XVI
The importance of ecology is no longer disputed. We must
listen to the language of nature and we must answer
accordingly. Yet I would like to underline a point that seems to
me to be neglected, today as in the past: there is also an
ecology of man. Man too has a nature that he must respect
and that he cannot manipulate at will. Man is not merely self-creating
freedom. Man does not create himself. He is intellect and will, but he is
also nature, and his will is rightly ordered if he respects his nature, listens
to it and accepts himself for who he is, as one who did not create himself.
In this way, and in no other, is true human freedom fulfilled.

 Benedict XVI
The Redeemer is the Creator and if we do not proclaim God in
his full grandeur - as Creator and as Redeemer - we also
diminish the value of the Redemption. Indeed, if God has no
role in Creation, if he is relegated merely to a historical
context, how can he truly understand the whole of our life?
How will he be able to bring salvation to man in his entirety and to the
world in its totality? This is why, for me, the renewal of the doctrine of
Creation and a new understanding of the inseparability of Creation and
Redemption are of supreme importance. We must recognize anew: he is the
Creator Spiritus, the Reason that exists in the beginning, from which all
things are born and of which our own reason is but a spark. And it is he, the
Creator himself, who did and can enter into history and operate in it
precisely because he is the God of the whole and not only of a part.

 Benedict XVI
If we recognize this it will obviously follow that the Redemption,
being Christian, and simply Christian faith, also means
responsibility always and everywhere with regard to Creation.
Twenty-three years ago Christians were accused - I do not know if
this accusation is still held - of being the ones truly responsible for
the destruction of Creation because the words contained in Genesis - "subdue
the earth" - were said to have led to that arrogance with regard to creation
whose consequences we are reaping today.
I think we must learn again to understand this accusation in all its falsity: as long
as the earth was seen as God's creation, the task of "subduing" it was never
intended as an order to enslave it but rather as the task of being guardians of
creation and developing its gifts; of actively collaborating in God's work
ourselves, in the evolution that he ordered in the world so that the gifts of
Creation might be appreciated rather than trampled upon and destroyed.

 Benedict XVI
If we observe what came into being around monasteries, how
in those places small paradises, oases of creation were and
continue to be born, it becomes evident that these were not
only words. Rather, wherever the Creator's Word was properly
understood, wherever life was lived with the redeeming Creator, people
strove to save creation and not to destroy it.
Chapter 8 of the Letter to the Romans also fits into this context. It says that
the whole of Creation has been groaning in travail because of the bondage
to which it has been subjected, awaiting the revelation of God's sons: it will
feel liberated when creatures, men and women who are children of God,
treat it according to God's perspective. I believe that we can establish
exactly this as a reality today. Creation is groaning - we perceive it, we
almost hear it - and awaits human beings who will preserve it in accordance
with God.
.

 Benedict XVI
The brutal consumption of Creation begins where God is not,
where matter is henceforth only material for us, where we
ourselves are the ultimate demand, where the whole is merely
our property and we consume it for ourselves alone. And the
wasting of creation begins when we no longer recognize any
need superior to our own, but see only ourselves. It begins when there is no
longer any concept of life beyond death, where in this life we must grab hold of
everything and possess life as intensely as possible, where we must possess all
that is possible to possess.

I think, therefore, that true and effective initiatives to prevent the waste and
destruction of Creation can be implemented and developed, understood and
lived only where creation is considered as beginning with God; where life is
considered as beginning with God and has greater dimensions - in responsibility
before God - and one day will be given to us by God in fullness and never taken
away from us: in giving life we receive it.

 Benedict XVI
Thus, I believe we must strive with all the means we have to present
faith in public, especially where a sensitivity for it already exists. And I
think that the sensation that the world may be slipping away because it is we ourselves who are chasing it away - and feeling
oppressed by the problems of Creation, afford us a suitable
opportunity in which our faith can speak publicly and make itself felt as a
propositional initiative. Indeed, it is not merely a question of discovering
technologies that prevent the damage, even though it is important to find
alternative sources of energy, among other things. Yet, none of this will suffice
unless we ourselves find a new way of living, a discipline of making sacrifices, a
discipline of the recognition of others to whom creation belongs as much as it
belongs to us who may more easily make use of it; a discipline of responsibility with
regard to the future of others and to our own future, because it is a responsibility in
the eyes of the One who is our Judge and as such is also Redeemer but, truly, also
our Judge.

 Benedict XVI
Consequently, I think in any case that the two dimensions Creation and Redemption, earthly life and eternal life,
responsibility for the Creation and responsibility for others and
for the future - should be juxtaposed. I also think it is our task
to intervene clearly and with determination on public opinion.
To be heard, we must at the same time demonstrate by our own example,
by our own way of life, that we are speaking of a message in which we
ourselves believe and according to which it is possible to live. And let us ask
the Lord to help us all to live out the faith and the responsibility of faith in
such a way that our lifestyle becomes a testimony; and then to speak in
such a way that our works may credibly convey faith as an orientation in our
time.

 United by the same concern
His Beatitude Bartholomew I
Learning to give and not simply to give up.
Moving gradually away from what I want
to what God’s world needs.
Liberation from fear, greed and compulsion.
Accept the world as a sacrament of communion.
The divine and the human meet in the slightest detail of God’s creation.

to

 St. Francis of Assisi
Inseparable bond between concern for nature, justice for the poor, commitment to
society and interior peace.
Simplicity and harmony with God, with others, with nature and with himself.
Refusal to turn reality into an object simply to be used and controlled.

See nature as a glimpse of the infinite beauty and goodness of God.
The world is a joyful mystery to be contemplated with gladness and praise.

 What is happening to our home
Pollution and climate change
20. Part of daily experience.
20. Technology, which, linked to business interests, is presented as the only
way of solving these problems, in fact proves incapable of seeing the
mysterious network of relations between things and so sometimes solves
one problem only to create others.
21. Residue. The earth is beginning to look more and more like an immense
pile of filth.
22. Throwaway culture. Human beings and things quickly reduced to
rubbish.
22. Learn from natural ecosystems. Limit use of non-renewables, moderate
consumption, maximize efficiency, reuse, recycle.

 What is happening to our home
Pollution and climate change
23. Climate belongs to all and meant for all.
23. Scientifically determinable causes for global warming cannot be assigned to each
particular phenomenon.
25. Climate change is a global problem with environmental, social, economic,
political and distributive implications.
26. Political power mostly concerned with masking the problems or concealing the
symptoms.
26. Reduce emissions of carbon dioxide, substitute fossil fuels, develop sources of
renewable energy.

 What is happening to our home
The issue of water
27. Indispensable for human life.
30. Has turned into a commodity subject to the laws of the market.
30. Access to safe drinkable water is a basic, essential and universal human right.
31. Control of water may become a major source of conflict.

 What is happening to our home
Loss of biodiversity
33. It is not enough to think of different species as mere potential resources.
34. Human beings must intervene in critical situations.
34. Serious problems arise leading to further interventions.
34. Human activity becomes ubiquitous with the risks it entails.
34. Intervention often in the service of business interests and consumerism.
36. Care for ecosystems demands far-sightedness.
37. Certain places need greater protection because of their immense importance for
the global ecosystem.
41. Intervention in nature can have consequences which are not immediately
evident.

 What is happening to our home
Decline in the quality of human life and the breakdown of
society
43. Human beings too are creatures, enjoying a right to life and happiness.

44. Disproportionate and unruly growth of cities.
45. Urban dualism. Beautiful green spaces in “safer” areas of cities and hidden areas
where the disposable in society live.
46. Growth has not always led to an integral development and improvement in the
quality of life.
47. Omnipresent digital world stops people from learning to live wisely, think deeply
and love generously.
47. Mental pollution. Accumulation of data at the expense of wisdom.
47. Contrived emotions and harmful isolation.

 What is happening to our home
Global inequality
48. Human and natural environment deteriorate together.
49. Live and reason from comfortable positions.
50. Instead of resolving problems, some can only propose a reduction in the birth
rate.
50. Demographic growth is fully compatible with an integral and shared
development.

51. “Ecological debt.” Warming caused by huge consumption on the part of some
rich countries affects all the countries in the world.
52. One single human family.
52. Globalization of indifference.

 What is happening to our home
Weak responses
53. Never have we so hurt and mistreated our common home as we have in the last
two hundred years.

53. Meet the needs of the present with concern for all and without prejudice
towards coming generations.
54. Politics subject to technology and finance.
56. Environmental deterioration, human and ethical degradation closely linked.

58. Man still capable of intervening positively.
59. False or superficial ecology.

 What is happening to our home
A variety of opinions
60. Different approaches.
60. No to myth of technological progress that solves everything.
60. No to rejection of presence and intervention of human beings.
61. Encourage honest debate among experts.
61. Our common home falling into serious disrepair.
61. Hope. We can always redirect our steps, do something to solve our problems.

 The Gospel of creation
Science and religion with their respective
approaches to understanding reality can enter
into an intense and fruitful dialogue for both.
“Faith and reason are like two wings on which the human
spirit rises to the contemplation of truth; and God has placed
in the human heart a desire to know the truth.” – St. John
Paul II

 The Gospel of creation
The light offered by faith
63. Solutions will not emerge from just one way of
interpreting and transforming reality.

63. No branch of science and no form of wisdom can
be left out.
64. Christians realize that their responsibility within
creation, and their duty towards nature and the
Creator, are an essential part of their faith.

 The Gospel of creation
The wisdom of Biblical accounts
65. God saw everything he had made. It was very good. (Gn. 1,31)
65. Each person is not just something but someone.
65. Each of us is willed. Each of us is necessary.
66. Three fundamental relationships: with God, our neighbour and the earth.
66. Three vital relationships broken outwardly and within us.
66. Rupture because of sin.
67. We are not God. Earth was here before us, has been given to us.
67. Tilling, cultivating, ploughing, working.

67. Keeping, caring, protecting, overseeing, preserving.
67. Relationship of mutual responsibility between human beings and nature.
67. The earth that all that is within it is the Lord’s.
68. Respect the laws of nature and delicate equilibrium between creatures of
the world to avoid tyrannical anthropocentrism.

 The Gospel of creation
The wisdom of Biblical accounts
70. Cain and Abel. When justice no longer dwells in the land, life itself is
endangered.

65. Noah. Care for life and nature is inseparable from fraternity, justice and
faithfulness.
71. All it takes is one good person to restore hope!
72. Psalms. We exist by God’s mighty power, we live with him and beside him.

73. Prophets invite us to find renewed strength in times of trial.
73. Sound spirituality entails both welcoming divine love and adoration,
confident in the Lord because of his infinite power.
74. Babylonian captivity. Deeper faith in God to regain hope in the midst of a
wretched predicament.

 The Gospel of creation
The wisdom of Biblical accounts
74. Injustice is not invincible.
74. God can intervene and overcome every form of evil.
75. The best way to restore men and women to their rightful place, putting an end
to their claim to absolute dominion over the earth, is to speak once more of the
figure of a Father who creates and who alone owns the world. Otherwise, human
beings will always try to impose their own laws and interests on reality.

 The Gospel of creation
The mystery of the universe
76. Creation has a broader meaning than nature.
76. God’s loving plan.
76. Every creature has value and significance.
76. Gift from the Father, reality illuminated by call into universal communion.
77. Demythologized nature to be admired.
77. Rediscovery of nature can never be at the expense of human beings.
77. Directing, developing and limiting our power.
79. Freedom is ambivalent.
79. History can lead towards freedom or decadence and mutual destruction.

79. Care for nature and protect mankind from self-destruction.

 The Gospel of creation
The mystery of the universe
80. God possesses infinite creativity. Can bring good out of the evil we have done.
81. Human beings cannot be fully explained by the evolution of other open systems.
83. The ultimate destiny of the universe is in the fullness of God, which has already
been attained by the risen Christ.
83. Human beings are called to lead all creatures back to their Creator.

 The Gospel of creation
The message of each creature in the harmony of creation
84. The history of our friendship with God is always linked to particular places.
85. God has written a precious book. All of creation is a sacramental.
85. God is present in each creature.
85. Things of the world do not possess the fullnes of God.
85. Each creature has its true and proper place.

 The Gospel of creation
A universal communion
89. All of us are linked by unseen bonds and together form a family.
89. Sacred, affectionate and humble respect.
90. Human beings have unique worth and responsibility.
90. No to divinization of the earth.
90. We should be concerned concerned lest other beings be treated irresponsibly
but should be indignant at the enormous inequalities in our midst.
91. A sense of deep communion with the rest of nature cannot be real if our hearts
lack tenderness, compassion and concern for our fellow human beings.

 The Gospel of creation
It is clearly inconsistent to combat trafficking in endangered species
while remaining completely indifferent to human trafficking,
unconcerned about the poor, or undertaking to destroy another
human being deemed unwanted. This compromises the very
meaning of our struggle for the sake of the environment. It is no
coincidence that, in the canticle in which Saint Francis praises God for
his creatures, he goes on to say: “Praised be you my Lord, through
those who give pardon for your love”. Everything is connected.
Concern for the environment thus needs to be joined to a sincere
love for our fellow human beings and an unwavering commitment to
resolving the problems of society.

 The Gospel of creation
92. Moreover, when our hearts are authentically open to
universal communion, this sense of fraternity excludes
nothing and no one. It follows that our indifference or cruelty
towards fellow creatures of this world sooner or later affects
the treatment we mete out to other human beings. We have
only one heart, and the same wretchedness which leads us to
mistreat an animal will not be long in showing itself in our
relationships with other people. Every act of cruelty towards
any creature is “contrary to human dignity”. We can hardly
consider ourselves to be fully loving if we disregard any aspect
of reality.

 The Gospel of creation
The common destination of goods
93. Earth is a shared inheritance.
93. Private property is not absolute or inviolable.
93. Social mortgage
95. Natural environment is a collective good, patrimony of all humanity and
responsibility of everyone.

 The Gospel of creation
The gaze of Jesus
96. God is Father.
96. Sermon on the Mount. Mt. 6.
97. Attentive to the beauty of the world.
98. Harmony with creation.
98. Work with his hands in daily contact with matter created by God to give
form by his craftmanship.
99. The mystery of Christ is at work in a hidden manner in the natural world
as a whole, without thereby impinging on its autonomy.

 Excursus: Gaudium et Spes
He Who is "the image of the invisible God” is Himself the
perfect man. To the sons of Adam He restores the divine
likeness which had been disfigured from the first sin
onward. Since human nature as He assumed it was not
annulled, by that very fact it has been raised up to a divine
dignity in our respect too. For by His incarnation the Son of
God has united Himself in some fashion with every man. He
worked with human hands, He thought with a human mind,
acted by human choice and loved with a human heart. Born
of the Virgin Mary, He has truly been made one of us, like
us in all things except sin.

 The human roots of the ecological crisis
It is hardly helpful to describe symptoms without
acknowledging the human origins of the ecological
crisis. A certain way of understanding human life and
activity has gone awry to the serious detriment of
the world around us.

 The human roots of the ecological crisis
Technology: creativity and power
102. Technology brought us to a crossroads.
102. Rejoice and be excited by the possibilities.
102. Has remedied countless evils.
103. Technoscience well directed can produce valuable things and leap to beauty.
103. Who can deny the beauty of an aircraft?

 The human roots of the ecological crisis
Technology: creativity and power
104. Nothing ensures that it will be used wisely.
104. Historical experience.
105. Belief that every increase in power means an increase of progress, as if
reality, goodness and truth automatically flow from technological and
economic power.
105. Economic growth has not been accompanied by a development in
human responsibility, values and conscience.
105. Human beings are not completely autonomous.
105. We stand naked and exposed in the face of our power.

105. Lack culture and spirituality genuinely capable of setting limits and
teaching clear-minded self-restraint.

 The human roots of the ecological crisis
Globalization of the technocratic paradigm
106. Subjectivism of possession, mastery and transformation.
106. Man has constantly intervened in tune with nature.
106. Now it is extracting, ignoring and forgetting reality.
106. False notion of infinite supply of goods.
107. Reductionism which affects every aspect of human and social life.
108. Countercultural to choose a lifestyle whose goals are even partly independent
of technology, its costs and power to globalize and make us all the same.
109. Dominion over economic and political life.
113. Scientific progress cannot be equated with progress of humanity.

 The human roots of the ecological crisis
Globalization of the technocratic paradigm
113. Superficiality.
113. Recover depth in life.
113. A constant flood of new products coexists with a tedious monotony.
114. Cultural revolution.
114. Look at reality in a different way to appropriate positive and sustainable growth
and recover values and great goals swept away by delusions of grandeur.

 The human roots of the ecological crisis
Crisis and effects of modern anthropocentrism
115. Technical thought over reality.
115. Human beings misunderstand themselves and end up acting against
themselves.
115. Man too is God’s gift to man and must respect the natural and moral
structure with which he has been endowed.
116. Limits imposed by reality condition for more sound and fruitful
development of individuals and society.
116. Dominion over the universe understood more properly in the sense of
responsible stewardship.

 The human roots of the ecological crisis
117. Neglecting to monitor the harm done to nature
and the environmental impact of our decisions is
only the most striking sign of a disregard for the
message contained in the structures of nature itself.
When we fail to acknowledge as part of reality the
worth of a poor person, a human embryo, a person
with disabilities it becomes
difficult to hear the cry of nature
itself.

 The human roots of the ecological crisis
Crisis and effects of modern anthropocentrism
118. Schizophrenia wherein technocray sees no intrinsic value in lesser
beings and no special value in human beings.
118. There can be no ecology without an adequate anthropology.
119. If the present ecological crisis is one small sign of the ethical, cultural
and spiritual crisis of modernity, we cannot presume to heal our relationship
with nature and the environment without healing all fundamental human
relationships.
119. Our relationship with the environment can never be isolated from our
relationship with others and with God.
120. Concern for the protection of nature is also incompatible with the
justification of abortion.

 The human roots of the ecological crisis
We need to develop a new synthesis capable
of overcoming the false arguments of recent
centuries. Christianity, in fidelity to its own
identity and the rich deposit of truth which it
has received from Jesus Christ, continues to
reflect on these issues in fruitful dialogue with
changing historical situations.

 The human roots of the ecological crisis
Practical relativism
122. Misguided anthropocentrism leads to a misguided lifestyle.
123. In the absence of objective truths or sound principles other than the
satisfaction of our own desires and immediate needs, what limits can be
placed on human trafficking, organized crime, the drug trade, commerce in
blood diamonds and the fur of endangered species?
123. When the culture itself is corrupt and objective truth and universally
valid principles are no longer upheld, then laws can only be seen as arbitrary
impositions or obstacles to be avoided.

 The human roots of the ecological crisis
Need to protect employment
124. Take account of the value of labor.
124. Developing the created world in a prudent way.
127. Man is the source, the focus and the aim of economic and social life.
128. Work is part of the meaning of life.
129 Promote productive diversity and business creativity.
129. Economic freedom requires restraints occasionally imposed on
those possessing greater resources and financial power.
129. Business is a noble vocation, directed to producing wealth and
improving our world. It can be a fruitful source of prosperity for the areas
in which it operates, especially if it sees the creation of jobs as an
essential part of its service to the common good.

 The human roots of the ecological crisis
New biological technologies
130. All use and experimentation require a religious respect for the integrity
of creation.

131. We cannot interfere in one area of the ecosystem without paying due
attention to the consequences in other areas.
132. Legitimate intervention will act on nature to favor its development in
its own line, that of creation, as intended by God.

133. It is difficult to make a general judgment about GMO.
134. Expansion of oligopolies of production.
135. Constant attention to ensure broad, responsible scientific and social
debate.

 The human roots of the ecological crisis
It is troubling that, when some ecological
movements defend the integrity of the environment,
rightly demanding that certain limits be imposed on
scientific research, they sometimes fail to apply
those same principles to human life.

 The human roots of the ecological crisis

When technology disregards the great ethical
principles, it ends up considering any practice
whatsoever as licit.
Technology severed from ethics will not easily be
able to limit its own power.

 Integral ecology
Respects human and social dimensions.
“The human sciences and philosophy are helpful for interpreting
man's central place within society and for enabling him to understand
himself better as a "social being". However, man's true identity is
only fully revealed to him through faith, and it is precisely from faith
that the Church's social teaching begins. While drawing upon all the
contributions made by the sciences and philosophy, her social
teaching is aimed at helping man on the path of salvation.” St. John
Paul II, Centesimus Annus, 54.

 Integral ecology
Environmental, economic and social ecology
138. Relationships between living organisms and the environment.
138. Fragmentation of knowledge and the isolation of bits of information
can actually become a form of ignorance, unless they are integrated into
a broader vision of reality.
139. Not two crisis one environmental and the other social.
139. One complex social and environmental crisis.
140. We live and act on the basis of a reality which has previously been
given to us, which precedes our existence and our abilities.
141. Economic ecology. More integral and integrating vision.
142. Social ecology. Anything that weakens the family and other
institutions has negative consequences.
142. What takes place in any one area can have a direct or indirect
influence in other areas.

 Integral ecology
Cultural ecology
143. Historic, artistic and cultural patrimony under threat.
145. The disappearance of a culture can be just as serious, or even more
serious that the disappearance of a species, of plant or animal.
145. The imposition of a dominant lifestyle linked to a single form of
production can be just as harmful as the altering of ecosystems.

 Integral ecology
Ecology of daily life
147. Improvement in quality of life.
149. Extreme poverty spawns antisocial behavior and manipulation.
151. Protect common areas which increase our sense of belonging.
152. Housing is a major issue.
155. Human ecology also implies another profound reality: the relationship
between human life and the moral law, which is inscribed in our nature and
is necessary for the creation of a more dignified environment.
155. It is enough to recognize that our body itself establishes us in a direct
relationship with the environment and with other living beings.
155. Valuing one’s own body in its femininity or masculinity is necessary to
be able to recognize myself in an encounter with someone who is different.
155. It is not a healthy attitude to seek to cancel out sexual difference.

 Integral ecology

There is an “ecology of man”, based on
the fact that “man too has a nature that
he must respect and that he cannot
manipulate at will”

 Integral ecology
The principle of the common good
156. Ecology is inseparable from the common good.
157. Respect for human person as such underlies common good.
158. Solidarity

 Integral ecology
Justice between the generations
159. Extends to future generations.
159. Intergenerational solidarity.
159. What we have received also belongs to those who will follow us
160. Ultimate meaning of our earthly sojourn.
162. Ethical and cultural declines accompanies deterioration of the
environment.

GDP = C + I + G + X – M = VA

 Lines of approach and action
Dialogue on the environment in the international
community
164. Interdependence obliges us to think of one world with a common plan
169. International negotiations cannot make significant progress due to
positions taken by countries which place their national interests above the
global common good.
170. Common differentiated responsibilities.
171. Buying and selling “carbon credits” can lead to a new form of
speculation. Would not help reduce emission of polluting gases worldwide.
172. Elimination of extreme poverty is an ethical decision.
173. Enforceable international agreements respectful of sovereignty.
174. Agreement on governance of oceans, a global common good.
175. Reduction of pollution and development of poor regions.

 Lines of approach and action
Dialogue for new national and local policies
177. Planning, coordination, oversight and enforcement.
177. Political framework to avoid bad practices and encourage solutions.
178. Politics concerned with immediate results is driven to produce shortterm growth.
178. True statecraft is manifest when, in difficult times, high principles are
upheld and long-term common good pursued.
179. Local self-sufficiency. Subsidiarity.
179. Citizens control.
180. No uniform recipes. Specific problems and limitations.

181. Continuity.

 Lines of approach and action
Dialogue and transparency in decision making
182. Transparent processes and dialogue.
182. No to corruption and specious agreements.
183. Honesty and truth in scientific and political discussions.
184. Comparison of risks and benefits.
185. Priorities and hierarchy of values.
186. If objective information suggests that serious and irreversible damage
may result, a project should be halted or modified, even in the absence of
indisputable proof.
187. Profit cannot be the sole criterion.
188. The Church does not presume to settle scientific questions. Encourage
to an open and honest debate.

 Lines of approach and action
Politics and economy in dialogue for human fulfillment
189. Politics must not be subject to the economy.
189. Economics should not be subject to efficiency-driven paradigm of
technocracy.
189. Politics and economics in the service of life, especially human life.
191. Opennes to different possibilities.

191. Do not stifle human creativity. Direct it.
190. Market forces cannot adequately safeguard or promote care for the
environment.

 Excursus: The problem of social cost
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 Lines of approach and action
Politics and economy in dialogue for human fulfillment
194. Redefining our notion of progress.
194. Social and environmental responsibility of businesses often reduced to
marketing and image-enhancing measures.
194. Sustainable growth becomes a distraction and excuse.
196. Subsidiarity.

197. Far-sighted politics without corruption with sound public policies.

 Lines of approach and action
Religions in dialogue with science
199. It is simplistic to think that ethical principles present themselves purely
in the abstract.

199. Religious language formulation does not detract their value.
199. Ethical principles can be apprehended by reason even if formulated in
different languages, including religious language.
200. Believer’s challenge to live in a way consonant with faith.

200. Openness to grace.
200. Acknowledge lack of faithfulness.
201. Dialogue, patience, self-discipline and generosity.

 Ecological education and spirituality
Many things have to change course, but it is we human beings
above all who need to change. We lack an awareness of our
common origin, of our mutual belonging, and of a future to be
shared with everyone. This basic awareness would enable the
development of new convictions, attitudes and forms of life. A
great cultural, spiritual and educational challenge stands
before us, and it will demand that we set out on the long path
of renewal.

 Ecological education and spirituality
Towards a new lifestyle
203. Caught up in a whirlwind of buying and selling.
203. Extreme consumerism.
203. Acceptance of gadgets and technics forced by mass planning as if
they were both reasonable and just.
203. Freedom to consume.

203. Too many means and a few insubstantial ends.
204. The emptier a person’s heart is, the more he or she needs things
to buy, own or consume.
206. Purchasing is a moral act.

 Ecological education and spirituality
Towards a new lifestyle
All is not lost. Human beings, while capable of the worst, are also capable of
rising above themselves, choosing again what is good, and making a new
start, despite their mental and social conditioning. We are able to take an
honest look at ourselves, to acknowledge our deep dissatisfaction, and to
embark on new paths to authentic freedom. No system can completely
suppress our openness to what is good, true and beautiful, or our God-given
ability to respond to his grace at work deep in our hearts. I appeal to
everyone throughout the world not to forget this dignity which is ours. No
one has the right to take it from us.

 Ecological education and spirituality
Education for the covenant between humanity and the
environment
209. New habits.
209. Educational challenge.
211. Solidarity, responsibility, care.
211. Personal transformation.
211. Cultivating sound virtues.
211. Little daily actions.
213. Family is the heart of culture.
214. Responsible simplicity of life.
214. Grateful contemplation of the world.
214. Care of fragility.
214. Self-control and willingness to learn.
215. Learn to see and appreciate beauty.

 Ecological education and spirituality
Ecological conversion
216. Our faith has direct consequences for our way of thinking, feeling
and living.
217. External deserts are growing because internal deserts are so vast.
217. Interior conversion.
217. the effects of their encounter with Jesus Christ become evident in
their relationship with the world around them.
219. Community conversion.
220. Gratitude and gratuitousness.
220. Creativity and enthusiasm.
220. Superiority of man entails a serious responsibility stemming from
our faith.

 Ecological education and spirituality
Ecological conversion
221. Each creature reflects something of God.
221. Christ has taken unto himself the material world.
221. God has written into the world an order and a dynamism.
221. Human beings have no right to ignore the order written by God.
221. St. Francis of Assisi.

221. Sublime fraternity with creation.

 Ecological education and spirituality
Joy and peace
222. Prophetic and contemplative lifestyle.
222. Deep enjoyment free of the obsession with consumption.
222. Growth marked by moderation.
222. Simplicity.
222. Cherish each thing and each moment.
222. Detachment from what we possess.
222. Not to succumb to sadness for what we lack.
222. Avoiding the dynamic of dominion and accumulation of pleasures.
224. Happiness means knowing to limit some needs which only diminish us.
225. Balanced lifestyle.
225. Deepened understanding of life.
226. Attitude of the heart.

 Ecological education and spirituality
Sobriety and humility were not favourably regarded in the last
century. And yet, when there is a general breakdown in the exercise
of a certain virtue in personal and social life, it ends up causing a
number of imbalances, including environmental ones. That is why it
is no longer enough to speak only of the integrity of ecosystems.
We have to dare to speak of the integrity of human life, of the need
to promote and unify all the great values. Once we lose our
humility, and become enthralled with the possibility of limitless
mastery over everything, we inevitably end up harming society and
the environment. It is not easy to promote this kind of healthy
humility or happy sobriety when we consider ourselves
autonomous, when we exclude God from our lives or replace him
with our own ego, and think that our subjective feelings can define
what is right and what is wrong.

 Ecological education and spirituality
Civic and political love
We must regain the conviction that we need one another, that we
have a shared responsibility for others and the world, and that
being good and decent are worth it. We have had enough of
immorality and the mockery of ethics, goodness, faith and honesty.
It is time to acknowledge that light-hearted superficiality has done
us no good. When the foundations of social life are corroded, what
ensues are battles over conflicting interests, new forms of violence
and brutality, and obstacles to the growth of a genuine culture of
care for the environment.

 Ecological education and spirituality
Sacramental signs and the celebration of rest
235. Sacraments are a privileged way in which nature is
taken up by God.

235. Invited to embrace the world on a different plane.
235. Encountering God does not mean fleeing from this
world or turning our back on nature.
236. Eucharist. Greatest exaltation of all things created.
236. God reaches our intimate depths through matter.
237. Value of relaxation and festivity.
235. Contemplative rest. Dimension of receptivity and
gratuity.

 Excursus. Eucharistic Prayer IV
“…giving voice to every creature under heaven…
…And that we might live no longer for ourselves but for
him who died and rose again for us, he sent the Holy Spirit
from you Father, as the first fruits for those who believe, so
that bringing to perfection his work in the world he might
sanctify creation to the full…

…grant, O merciful Father that we may enter into a
heavenly inheritance… There, with the whole of creation,
freed from the corruption of sin and death, may we glorify
you through Christ our Lord.”

 Ecological education and spirituality
The Trinity and the relationship between creatures
240. Divine persons are substantive relations, and the world, created
according to the divine model, is a web of relationships.

240. The human person grows more, matures more and is sanctified more
to the extent that they go out from themselves to live in communion with
God, with others and with all creatures.
240. To make our own the trinitarian dynamism which God imprinted in
creation.

 Ecological education and spirituality
Queen of all creation
240. In her glorified body part of creation has reached the fullness of its
beauty.
235. Example of St. Joseph.

 Ecological education and spirituality
God, who calls us to generous commitment and to give him our all, offers
us the light and the strength needed to continue on our way. In the heart
of this world, the Lord of life, who loves us so much, is always present. He
does not abandon us, he does not leave us alone, for he has united himself
definitively to our earth, and his love constantly impels us to find new
ways forward. Praise be to him!

 Laudato Si’
― Joyful and troubling reflection
― Continuity and development of Church’s social
teaching
― Man is the way for the Church
― Creation is a gift offered to man
― No to misguided anthropocentrism
― No to deification of nature
― Human being summit and guardian of creation
― Call to conversion

